
  
How do things persist through time? “Is it wholly present at every moment during 

which it exists, as the friends of endurance think? Or is it a four-dimensional space-time worm 
that has different parts at different times, as the friends of perdurance think? Or is it instead a 
momentary object related in various to-be-spelled-out ways to other momentary objects existing 
at other times?”1There are generally three views of persistence most commonly referenced 
when discussing these sorts of questions: endurance, exdurance, and perdurance. This paper will 
exposit both Theodore Sider and Katherine Hawley’s particular exdurantist view of persistence 
which has been labelled stage theory as well as offer a brief comparison and contrast of their 
differing presentations. It will further examine both advocates’ responses to the problem of 
counting in order to show that Hawley offers a superior solution for stage theory.

Sally Haslanger in her work entitled, Persistence through Time, presents a more technical 
definition to these three views of persistence. She clarifies, “Perdurance theory. Objects persist 
only by perduring. There are perduring, but no enduring or exduring particulars. Exdurance 
theory (aka stage theory). Ordinary objects persist by exduring. There are (weird) perduring 
particulars, and no enduring particulars. Endurance theory. Ordinary objects persist by enduring. 
There are enduring particulars, and there may or may not be perduring or exduring particulars 
as well.”2 Each of these views seeks to answer the question of how objects persist through 
time. Perdurantists claim that that objects persist through time by being partly present through 
parts or stages at different times. Exdurantists claim that objects are stages and the question 
of persistence through time is answered by how these stages are related. Endurantists seek to 
answer this question by showing that an object can persist through time if it is wholly present 
at different times.3 It is important to note that none of these theories completely resolve the 
persistence question, but each view represents adequate ways to answer it.4 In a 1983 paper 
called Survival and Identity David Lewis popularized the perdurantist position, and is readily 
identified with this topic as it has resurfaced interest for current philosophical discussion. Since 
stage theory is ontologically similar to perdurantism in that both views affirm the existence 
of stages and composites of stages (also called worms)5, both Hawley and Sider must respond 
to Lewis to account for a defence of how stage theory attests better than perdurantism for 
answering questions of persistence.

This section will offer a brief exposition of Sider’s presentation of stage theory primarily 
informed by his essay in 1996 entitled All the World’s a Stage6. Sider’s main purpose in this 
essay is fairly straightforward. He states, “I am to defend an apparently radical third view: not 
only do I accept person stages; I claim that we are stages. Likewise for other objects of our 
everyday ontology: statues are statue-stages, coins are coin-stages, etc.”7 “I am to provide... a 
philosopher’s reasons’ to believe the stage view, by arguing that it resolves various puzzles about 
identity over time better than its rivals.”8 Sider defends the stage view by showing its strengths 
over David Lewis’ view in three ways:  it provides a better solution to Parfit’s puzzle; his view 
of counting is superior, and it can explain coincidence puzzles. Due to the brevity of this essay, 
the following section will look at Sider’s discussion on coincidence puzzles in order to better 
grasp his version of stage theory.

Sider’s address of coincidence puzzles is perhaps the most convincing/strongest reason 
(as they are not bizarre or counterfactual) why Sider’s view is superior to Lewis’. Here one is 
faced with the coincidence problem, or question: can two objects be in one place at a time? Sider 



and Lewis are able to answer affirmatively to the coincidence puzzle through their various views. 
Sider answers this question in the affirmative through the stage theory. He thinks that objects 
are stages and can both be in the same place at one time because both objects are in different 
stages. Lewis also answers affirmatively differing from Sider in that he uses the I-relation to 
explain coincidence puzzles. Sider uses a coin/lump illustration to clarify and proposes the 
question: “The lump and the coin are distinct, because they differ with respect to property 
existing after Tuesday. But how can this be?”9 Sider thinks that one should not distinguish the 
coin from the lump today just because ‘they’ will differ tomorrow. In this he affirms temporal 
identity- the coin and the lump are identical today, although they will not be tomorrow. Sider’s 
stage view later shows that the coin and lump of copper have different properties in that they are 
in different stages.

Foundationally, Sider attacks Lewis by questioning the ambiguity involved in I-relations. 
He specifically asks Lewis what continuity is involved for the coin/lump to persist through 
time. Since the coin is melted, Sider claims that what maintains continuity are the copper atoms 
that are not destroyed when melted and thus we are left with a lump-of-matter I-relation (holds 
for both the coin and the lump). Lewis tries to account for a contingent identity using multiple 
counterpart relations. However, Sider thinks that this is inadequately resolved. He thinks there 
are no determinate answers for questions about Lewis’ temporal construction such as: “How long 
has that existed?”10

The strength of the stage view is present through the ability “to deny that any of the 
material objects which we typically quantify ever coincide”11 as well as demonstrating the 
ambiguity in temporal constructions. Namely, that there is no one property that can maintain the 
I-relation for predicating the lump of copper and withholding the coin. These examples commit 
the three-dimensionalist and worm theorist to holding that coin is not the same thing as a lump 
of copper. Without the stage view, one is forced to deny many of one’s everyday intuitions about 
when these objects are destroyed. An alternative would be to follow Peter Inwagen’s suggestion 
to reject the existence of the coin, lump, and composite material objects, but Sider obviously 
condemns this view as implausible as well.

In addition to the coin and lump illustration, Sider uses the illustration of Tibbles the 
cat to further his defence for stage theory. He hypothesizes that Tibbles (the cat) and Tib 
(Tibbles without the tail) share the same spatial location and shows Lewis’ deficiency to account 
for unity relations. The strength of stage theory enables both Tibbles and Tib to be identical 
because multiple unity relations help one to understand their temporal properties. Sider explains 
that multiple unity relations enable instantaneous stages to relate to each other by what he 
calls ‘person I-related’ to a future stage. For example, the presently occupied stage and the 
stage one will occupy tomorrow are related to each other through person I-relation. Without 
the advantage of multiple unity relations from stage theory, Sider concludes that many normal 
intuitions are denied.12

Sider concludes that the stage theory view is superior to Lewis’ I-relation for the 
coincidence puzzle through pointing out the ambiguity in Lewis’ I-relations. The stage view 
does not have to commit any stage to being I-related to a stage in the future. Sider clarifies the 
distinction: Since stage I-relation is that of identity, since stages do not persist through time, 
their I-relation never relates stages at different times. But I am [...] person I- related to stages 
tomorrow, this is what I assert when I say that I will exist tomorrow13. Thus, the stage view, 



according to Sider, can answer the puzzles of coincidence better than three-dimensionalism or 
the worm view. Similarly to Sider, Hawley offers a defence of stage theory in a more expanded 
version and addresses common questions in regards to this view.

This section will offer a brief exposition of Hawley’s presentation of stage theory 
primarily to be informed by Hawley’s book entitled How Things Persist. Her book addresses 
how stage theory is related to the endurantist and perdurantist positions; explains how stages 
exist and operate; and discusses how stage theory answers questions of vagueness, coincidence, 
and modality. In order to better understand her defence, a few of her ideas will be examined in 
some detail.

Hawley introduces the Stage Theory, defining it as an “alternative account of persistence, 
one which retains the four-dimensional metaphysics of perdurance theory whilst rejecting 
perdurance claims about predication” 14. Stage theory also rejects endurantism by asserting 
that “nothing is wholly present at more than one moment” and that “the very satisfiers of sortal 
predicates like ‘is a banana’ and ‘is a tennis ball’ are momentary things, the very things which 
instantiate ordinary properties like being yellow, being spherical, or being banana-shaped”15. 
Thus for Hawley, objects like bananas or tennis balls “neither endure nor perdure”16. When the 
perdurantist talks of particular momentary stages, he assumes that the compilation of stages 
makes an object. To illustrate: all the different stages in the life of a flower (the bulb stage, un-
blossomed flower stage, blossomed flower stage, dead flower stage) make up the flower. A key 
distinction for the stage theorist differs from the perdurantist in that each stage is itself the object, 
but since the stage “exists only at one time, neither does it endure”17 . Thus the dead flower is 
an object and the blossomed flower is a different object. Though a previous stage can affect the 
outcome of a later stage (i.e. if the flower becomes smashed, this will affect the next stage).

Hawley defends the stage theory by claiming it presents a better account of one’s 
established beliefs and when compared to endurantism or perdurantism it proves to be successful 
and plausible avenue for explaining persistence. She ventures to decline one’s interest in 
endurantism as an apt view of persistence (not that it is a false view) due to the “inflexible nature 
of identity relations”18. In other words, she questions how two different properties (i.e. a banana 
being both green [when it is unripe] and yellow [when it is ripe]) can maintain identity as this 
promotes a struggle for the problem of change. She asks the reader to instead consider the four-
dimensional approach as demonstrated in perdurantism and stage theory.  She divides stage 
theory as a more superior alternative to answering persistence through time as it does not face 
the problems which are directed towards perdurantists (from endurantists) and notes that stage 
theory accurately provides for man’s ordinary talk about objects persisting through time19.

Hawley goes on to describe stages (both past and future) and how they are intimately 
connected (or binded) to one another. She illustrates this concept by speaking of a chair she sat 
in both today and the day previous. From a stage theory perspective, the chair which was sat in 
yesterday is a different stage (different object) from the chair stage which is referred to when 
being sat in today. The question now involves how yesterday’s chair stage is related to today’s 
chair stage. Endurantists claim that yesterday’s chair and today’s chair are both wholly present 
whenever they exist. Perdurantism and stage theory differ from this view in that they both affirm 
different stages for the chair each time the chair exists. Perdurantism claims, “[...] although the 
chair exists at different times, it does so not by reappearing in its entirety but by having different 
temporal parts at different times”20. The distinction between perdurantism and stage theory in the 



relation of these sums of stages concerns their views about identity. Perdurantism claims, “The 
chair is identical to the sum of the stages in ‘its series’”21. Whereas stage theory claims, “each 
of the stages in ‘the chair’s series’ is a chair, partly because it is surrounded before and after by 
stages which are chairs”22. How does this answer questions of identity or questions of how the 
stages are binded together? Hawley distinguishes the two theories by saying,
According to perdurance theory you are identical to the sum of your stages; according to stage 

theory each of your stages is a person, is you. But what, if anything, binds your stages 
together to make a person? According to perdurance theory, each of your stages is 
a temporal part of a person, and each of my stages is a temporal part of a person.... 
Similarly, stage theory has it that some stages are ‘the same person’ as each other, like 
the members of ‘my’ series, other stages are ‘the same chair’ as each other, whereas other 
stages, the members of other more mixed-up series, do not stand in any such interesting 
relations to one another23.

  

  

Hawley later describes this relation and how stage theory offers a more viable position than that 
of the rival theories.

Hawley further distinguishes stage theory as the view which best answers the problem 
of modality. She says, “Stage theory gives a better account than perdurance theory of objects 
which merely could have differed, but actually do not”24. In similar explanation, she offers an 
illustration to understand modal properties. She calls the reader to imagine a Goliath as a clay 
statue. The sculptor who made the statue fuses the two halves of the creation together with a 
lump of clay for its completion. Then a bomb destroys the statue (and simultaneously the lump 
of clay). Hawley questions the different modal properties made available to the lump of clay 
which is not feasible for the statue (i.e. the lump could have been spherical, etc). Hawley uses 
the remainder of the chapter to discuss how different views of persistence account for modal 
properties. She clarifies their differences by saying,
Stage theory says that instantaneous stages satisfy individual predicates, different stages at 

different times. In contrast, perdurance theorists believe that extended four-dimensional 
things satisfy individual predicates, and endurance theorists believe that the things which 
satisfy individual predicates can exist at more than one moment, and are wholly present 
whenever they exist25.

  

According to Hawley, Perdurantists claim that the lump of clay and the statue differ modally 
while being made of the same parts at all times. To make this claim less mysterious, perdurance 
theorists must draw upon extra resources”26 (such as the counterpart theory). Hawley clarifies 
the modality for stage theory by stating, “every actual stage is either both the lump of clay and 
the statue, or is neither the lump of clay nor the statue”27. Hawley concludes the chapter by 
discussing how stage theory is superior to the other views primarily as it accounts for one’s 
everyday modal talk. These brief expositions of Sider and Hawley enable one to better grasp the 
differences and comparisons within these two advocates of stage theory.

This section will seek to compare Hawley and Sider and their efforts to defend Stage 
Theory. Both Hawley and Sider offer a defence of stage theory by demonstrating its superiority 
(or viability as a view) over its rivals (endurantists and perdurantists). It is within this aim that 



they seek to develop stage theory. One commentator notes their similarity by saying, “Hawley's 
view is structurally identical to the one that Sider originally developed (1996, 2001) in an 
explicitly Lewisian framework”.28 At their foundation, both Sider and Hawley agree in most 
areas within stage theory. These comparisons include their pursuit to answer how objects persist 
through time by pitting stage theory against two popular views of persistence; their views of 
how perdurantism is characterized; their agreement that stage theory is similar to perdurantism 
(in that it is four-dimensional); their view that endurantism is a less helpful for persistence since 
it affirms three dimensionalism; their understanding that stage view is incomplete with regards 
to a resolution to the persistence problem; their efforts to resolve the puzzles of coincidence; 
their aim to clarify how stages work and are related to each other; as well as many other minor 
details. These comparisons are vital to observe when one is considering offering a defence 
of stage theory since both Hawley and Sider deem these facts as necessary to include in their 
presentations.

Commentators have noticed a distinction between the two authors in regards to 
their presentations of stage theory. In a review of Hawley’s book, Karen Bennett asserts that 
Sider offers better responses to coincidence puzzles than Hawley. She states, “The perdurantist 
and endurantist lines on temporary coincidence are well-known, and Sider has done much to 
articulate and defend the stage theorist line. Hawley adds little there.”29 Sider offers the 
illustrations of the coin and the lump as well as Tibbles the cat to resolve the puzzles of 
coincidence. Hawley’s use of the banana illustration (as well as other illustrations mentioned in 
her book) is not any more distinct from Sider’s original presentation. Hawley does lead in more 
originality by addressing personal identity and survival (at the end of each chapter except the last)
in reference to the persistence of change whereas Sider limits himself to objects30. One 
commentator notes the relevance of this additional work from Hawley by saying, “Hawley’s 
attention to personal identity helps ground the abstract arguments of the book to something we 
care very deeply about.”31 This lack of personal application demonstrates an apparent deficiency 
in Sider’s essay on objects. Sally Haslanger also notes of a distinction between Hawley and Sider 
with regards to relevant counterpart relations of persisting objects. She states, “Hawley argues 
that the relations between stages that constitute an ordinary ('natural') object will be 'non-
supervienient,' i.e. they are not wholly determined by the intrinsic properties of the relata, and 
are not spatio-temporal relations”32. She notes that this is not a commitment for Sider. Heather 
Dyke, in her review of How Things Persist notes that Hawley’s book pales in comparison to 
Sider’s work as his is more thorough and complete of a research monograph33. She discusses 
various weaknesses of the book especially in regards to her development of stages in chapter 
three. She concludes that “the corresponding feature of Sider’s stage theory has it that the stages 
that make up the ‘same’ object or person are related to each other by way of a temporal 
counterpart relation. While this may be somewhat counterintuitive and may be susceptible to 
objections, which parallel those often laid at the door of modal counterpart theory, it is at least a 
well developed and defended account.”34 She remarks that Hawley’s presentation in chapter 
three is deeply unsatisfying when compared with Sider. Though, she does recommend Hawley’s 
book for a teaching context as it is well written prose despite some of the problems mentioned 
earlier. These distinctions between Sider and Hawley help one to become aware of the attacks 
against stage theory and should be considered when defending this position of persistence in 
order to represent the view in its strongest light.

This section will demonstrate the differences in Hawley and Sider from their distinct 



presentations on Stage Theory. Though these distinctions are not points of significant cost 
deeming one author more superior than another, the minor differences are worth distinguishing 
in order to understand each author more fully. Hawley personally admits that though she is 
indebted to Sider’s work, their versions of stage theory differ on various areas.35 One distinction 
regards Sider’s strong reading of endurantism when referencing relation-to-times view of an 
object. Sider thinks that “an object is wholly present whenever all of its parts exist and are parts 
of it.” Hawley admits this is not necessary as a weaker version, namely, “persisting objects are 
wholly present whenever they exist” will suffice for defending stage theory.36 She affirms that 
endurantism can be accepted by taking “the rejection of atemporal talk about parthood to be a 
defining feature of endurance theory”37. Sider contrasts Hawley in thinking that endurantism’s 
view of part-hood (being time-relative) is false or trivial at best. One particular area of difference 
includes Hawley’s and Sider’s presentation of counting. Hawley references that Sider uses 
different words for describing identity through time38 as well as an insufficient version of 
counting which discredits his presentation of stage theory. She states, “A disadvantage of Sider’s 
suggestion, on the other hand, is that it commits us to the existence of sums of stages, thus 
sacrificing one of the positive advantages of stage theory”.39 Hawley suggests that when one 
counts diachronically one can count by sameness using one count for all those objects which 
are the same object as each other. Hawley seemingly presents a better view of stage theory if 
her view of counting (when compared with Sider’s view of counting) can prove to be a tenable 
position.  Namely, if one can avoid having to commit themselves to the four-dimensionalist 
aspect of counting which Sider deems as necessary, then Hawley’s arrangement of stage theory 
merits a more favourable position than Sider since her view commits offers less requirements 
than Sider’s view.

The original worrying problem with counting begins with Lewis’ perdurantism, though 
it is a problem for all views. This problem is better understood through a brief explanation of 
sameness. Endurantists assert that identity is the same for a ripe banana as it is for an unripe 
banana. Perdurantists claim a sameness of identity for both the ripe and unripe banana within 
four dimensionalism (though neither being ripe or unripe is instantiated). Stage theory does not 
associate sameness with identity as “persistence is not a matter of identity over time”40. Though 
a ripe and unripe banana is still considered the same object through the passage of time, they do 
not share identity relations. Within stage theory, the discussion of sameness relates to counting 
in that numerical identity is not implied if something is the same as something else. This view of 
sameness negatively effects how stage theorists address diachronic counting in that the numbers 
for counting are massive. Endurantist and Perdurantist views do not face this problem as harshly 
since these views do not count by stages. Perdurantists must account for their claim to count 
by temporal parts, but this is not as worrisome as counting by stages (i.e. this is the difference 
between counting tennis balls within stage theory versus accounting for the temporal part of 
the tennis ball’s being spherical). In order to solve this diachronic counting problem, there are 
several avenues that stage theory can pursue.

Sider claims that when one is counting diachronically, he is not counting the amount 
of objects within a given period of time. For example, according to Sider, one is not counting 
how many bananas are in a bowl within the period of a day. He explains that in a different 
context these objects would not be referred to as bananas, thus he is counting something else 
within the bowl. He says, “Although in general it is stages which satisfy ‘is a banana’, in 
contexts concerning diachronic counting, it is after all sums of stages which satisfy ‘is a banana’, 



as perdurance theorists claim. It is those sums of stages which get counted”.41  This type of 
counting produces much more in number than Hawley would be comfortable committing to for 
stage theory. Another way of solving diachronic counting is to count by classes of stages (where 
there is a relation between the stages). The concern with this way of counting is that the object is 
not being appropriately counted since an object is not a class of stages. For example, to use the 
analogy of bananas in a bowl, one must question how Sider assumes that a banana can be a class 
of stages. This labels the object banana with ambiguous terminology. Sider’s view of diachronic 
counting disadvantages stage theory by requiring one to count in sums of stages. Another 
alternative is to count by sameness rather than by identity (Sider argues that one must not count 
by identity since numerous bananas would be counted as one object). Since stage theory is 
semantically able to account for the relation of an unripe and ripe banana without having to 
attest to their relation of identity, one would assume this could suffice in the area of diachronic 
counting. This solution seems to be helpful for normal counting problems, but in cases of fission, 
these semantics do not allow an adequate solution. However, this problem of counting is difficult 
to resolve for stage theory and is not the strongest point of their view from either Hawley’s or 
Sider’s perspectives.42

The basis of the counting difficulty centers on the overlap of objects displayed when 
counting under fission. If one tries to count this way, he will inevitably come to the wrong 
number by counting two objects when there appears to be only one object. Before fission there is 
one object, but after fission there are two overlapping objects. It is normal to treat these objects 
as the same object since they overlap. The dilemma of counting involves whether there is one 
object or two objects present after fission. For example, an object such as an amoeba (call this 
amoeba A) must split into two new amoebas in order to reproduce. Thus, amoeba A fissions 
into amoeba F and amoeba G. One must question how to correctly count the original amoeba 
and determine if his new identity is with amoeba F or amoeba G or both or neither.43 There is a 
relationship between views about fission and persistence, Lewis says it has to do with identity, 
which he also labels the I-relation. The I- relation is like identity but it is not a one-to-one 
correlation. Hawley clarifies, “Perdurance theorist [...] can accept that there are two coincident 
amoebae before the fission, distinguished by their future properties. They share temporal parts 
before fission, but not afterwards.”44 However due to the nature of amoeba reproduction, under 
the perdurantist claim, there could be an infinite amount of related amoebae before fission 
occurs.45 Hawley questions why perdurantists claim there is only one object (assuming the view 
wherein perdurantists count one object and do not count the object’s temporal parts) if in fact 
amoeba F and amoeba G are different things.46

In Sider’s essay he discusses counting to show strengths of the stage view (namely, that 
stage view counting is superior to the worm view) and weaknesses of Lewis’ view of counting. 
Sider uses several examples to point one to clarify whether we count by relations other than 
identity. He uses the example of Jane walking to a farm. Sider questions how many roads (or 
road segments) does she cross to get to the barn?47 Herein one observes the weaknesses of 
perdurantism. Sider clarifies that this way of counting in perdurantism is not a problem for 
stage theory because the object is the stage and stages do not have overlap. Stage theory must 
still respond to the overlap present in fission cases and reply to the counting dilemma (namely, 
what looks to be one object also seems to be two objects). Sider says that there is not a problem 
for stage theory within counting synchronically, rather it is diachronic counting which one 
must be concerned. Sider refutes Lewis’ way of counting by relations other than identity. He 
claims, “Since this case can be controverted, there is no precedent. Counting is by identity 



(emphasis mine)”48. For example, if Emily calls Sally at her house and asks how many people 
are in the room, though Sally is along in the house, Emily remarks that there are two people in 
the house. After questioning Emily’s confusing language of counting, Sally replies that there 
is one person in the house if one counts by identity “at the present time”49. Sider boasts that 
his view of counting demonstrates that there is only one person in the house. This illustration 
enables Sider to display the advantage of how stage theory is more intuitive within his version of 
counting than the counting procedure for perdurantism. Sider questions why Lewis does not use 
the same way of counting both in possible worlds as well as the real world. He says to count this 
way is bizarre, and it is much more plausible to use the stage view. Further, if it does not work 
in everyday cases, there is no reason to assume it will work in rare cases either. Sider claims that 
the strengths of stage view are revealed as the stage view consistently demonstrates that counting 
is by identity.50

When evaluating persistence views, one must decide which view can solve the most 
puzzles which attack these theories. Sider asserts that stage theory can solve the counting puzzle. 
He is readily concerned addressing the counting problem with Lewis, but not as involved in his 
response for discussing cases of fission.51 Perhaps this is because he has a specific aim to attack 
Lewis in his essay. If Sider can explain counting better in these cases against Lewis, he must 
have a view about fission.

Hawley does account for fission using the amoeba example. She says that stage theorists 
have the ability to accept or decline the existence of amoeba A after fission has occurred (this 
is because there are now two new amoebas [amoeba F and amoeba G] which take the place 
of amoeba A). Since stage theorists claim that there are stages for each period of change, it 
is feasible to assert that the post-fission stages are not the same stage as the pre-fission stage. 
Likewise, stage theorists can also argue that pre-fission and post-fission stages are properly 
related (though not identity-related). Hawley discusses that the problem lies in how to refer 
to amoeba A once fission has occurred. Since one cannot clarify the identity relation post-
fission, this results in ambiguity for how to speak of amoeba A, as well as how to count post-
fission (whether counting one stage, both stages, neither stage, or a sum of stages). Hawley 
boasts that despite this problem, stage theorist “puts the ambiguity in the right place”52. Though 
this ambiguity does not affect how stage theorists talk of amoeba A pre-fission. 53 She further 
concludes her synopsis on how stage theorists respond to counting, by saying:

Stage theory gets the numbers right at a time, explaining why there is only one sweater-shaped 
thing on the peg right now. But the theory seems to get the numbers wildly wrong if we 
ask, for example, how many sweaters there have been on the peg today. For at every 
moment today there has been something which was a sweater on the peg, and each of 
those things is distinct from every other. This is one of the heaviest costs of stage theory, 
one which I discussed in Chapter 2. As we saw, stage theorists need to address this, 
for example by supposing that we do not, after all, count by identity when we count 
transtemporally. The sweater on the peg at midday is, strictly and really, distinct from 
the sweater on the peg at one o’clock. But they are the same sweater because they are 
appropriately related.54

  

Though Hawley does not present a full resolution for how to respond to the problem faced 
by counting under fission, she does demonstrate that Sider’s attempts to respond result in 



insufficiently committing advocates of stage theory to more requirements for representing stage 
theory than her view entails. Namely, that one must account for sums of stages which produce 
massive numbers over and above the numbers presented by other persistence views. This 
inevitably makes Hawley’s view of counting a superior solution for how to respond to the puzzle 
of counting. Hawley has noted, however, that the problem of counting is a difficult one for stage 
theory and needs more attention to adequately defend this view well. 

The discussion of persistence through time is a topic which has generated much 
conversation and documentation among philosophers. Though the question of how people and 
objects exist has not reached a definite conclusion, the endurantist and perdurantist positions 
have made much headway for mainstream answers to persistence questions. Both Sider and 
Hawley have made noteworthy efforts to address a less prominent position with the stage theory 
view. Hawley’s work foundationally remains similar to Sider’s position, as he first defended 
stage theory. However, she has distinguished herself in various areas including identity through 
time, versions of counting, sums of stages, and variations of the endurantist position for relation 
to times views of objects. Through understanding these distinctions and comparisons between 
Sider and Hawley one can better appreciate the view of stage theory as a viable option to 
questions of persistence through time.
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